
DISCLAIMERS ABOUT THE USAGE OF THE WALLET 

DCX Software Platforms (“DCX”, “we,” “our,” or “us”) does not provide investment or financial 
advice or consulting services. We are solely the provider of Okto and do not advise or make 
recommendations about engaging in digital asset transactions or operations. Decisions to engage 
in transactions or perform operations involving digital assets should be taken on your own accord. 

You expressly acknowledge and agree that as Okto is among other features, a non-custodial wallet 
software, you are solely responsible for your activity and any risk of loss at all times. A private 
key is not generated at the time of wallet registration. Okto uses the concept of Multi-Party 
Computation (“MPC”) technology to secure the customers’ private keys. It shall be your 
responsibility to ensure all passwords/secret phrases/access codes etc. are kept safe. Please do not 
share this confidential data with anyone. 

We make no warranties or representations, express or implied, about any linked third-party 
materials available on Okto, which is owned and operated by such third parties independently 
including information contained therein or suitability of their products or services. You 
acknowledge sole responsibility for and assume all risk arising from your use of any third-party 
websites, applications, or resources. 

You acknowledge that Cryptocurrencies are new and relatively untested. We make no warranties, 
representations, guarantees or equivalent (whether express or implied) as to the value, utility or 
legal status of any cryptocurrencies. They carry inherent risks (that are outside of our control) as 
they have technical vulnerabilities, may undergo a community led change in operating model or 
technical features (often referred to as a fork) and their regulatory status may change at any time 
in any one or multiple jurisdictions. Before using Okto, or transferring cryptocurrencies, you 
should ensure you have carried out adequate research into the risks and disadvantages of 
cryptocurrencies and have sufficient understanding of the functionality, usage and storage of 
cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency wallets. 

Further, the value of Cryptocurrencies are subject to market forces and their value is not backed 
by any government or other entity. By transferring cryptocurrencies to Okto you confirm that you 
have carried out such research, and understand and accept the risks and disadvantages of 
Cryptocurrency. You expressly agree and acknowledge to hold us not liable in respect of any cost, 
claims, damage, loss or expenses accrued, suffered, incurred you arising out of or in connection 
with any interaction, dealings and transactions in Cryptocurrencies.


